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Thematic review and index

The thematic review of past issues appears in the June issue each year and an index to each volume appears in the December issue.
MA in Health Care Ethics: Manchester

The University of Manchester is starting a one-year, full-time MA in Health Care Ethics. It is designed to provide a comprehensive grounding in the methods, problems and theories which bear upon the ethical issues raised by a very broad conception of 'medicine' and 'health'.

It is offered to students able to take advantage of an opportunity for intensive and single-minded study away from the pressures of professional life or other responsibilities.

Applications are also welcomed from students who wish to undertake the course on a two or three year part-time basis. The structure of the part-time version of the course has been specially designed to accommodate students who have career and/or domestic responsibilities. Such students can build their degree from self-contained modules.

There are two core courses: Moral Philosophy and Cases from Health Care Practice. Students must select two further courses from a list of options which includes: Medico-legal problems; Religious faiths and medical ethics; Medical ethics in historical context; and Medicine in modern society.

Candidates must also submit a dissertation of around 20,000 words.

Applications are invited from nurses, doctors, psychologists, teachers, health care administrators, social workers, health visitors, lawyers, hospital chaplains, clergy and others involved in care and counselling and all those involved with handicap.

Applications are also invited from those who wish to further their interest in health care ethics, whatever their background.

Application forms may be obtained from: Mrs S Ibbotson, Department of Education, University of Manchester, Oxford Road, Manchester M13 9PL.

Completed applications may be returned to any of the following: Dr J M Harris, Department of Education; Professor A O Dyson, Department of Theological Studies, or Professor L A Turnberg, The Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, all at: University of Manchester, Oxford Road, Manchester M13 9PL.

MA in Medical Ethics and Law: London

A new MA course in Medical Ethics and Law is to start in October at King's College, London University. The course draws on previous experience at the King's College Centre of Medical Law and Ethics with its diploma course in the same subject.

Overall direction of the course will be by Professor Ian Kennedy, Professor of Medical Law and Ethics, and a member of the General Medical Council. Course Director will be a physician trained in philosophy, Dr Raanan Gillon, editor of the Journal of Medical Ethics and a Senior Fellow and Director of the Centre.

The course will last one year full-time or two years for part-time students. Teaching will be by seminars, lectures, case presentation and analysis and supervised study, and attendance will be required of full-time students on two afternoons a week from 2-5 plus a weekly tutorial of one hour from 12-1. Further details are available from The Secretary, Centre of Medical Law and Ethics, King's College, London, The Strand, London WC2R 2LS.

International Fellowship Programme

As part of its Programme on International Bioethics, The Hastings Center is to provide individuals from other countries with an opportunity for independent study of ethical problems in medicine, the life sciences and the professions. The purpose of this programme is to enable international scholars to spend time at the center for advanced study and research, usually for a period of one month. During their stay, scholars will be encouraged to participate in the ongoing activities of the center, such as conferences, seminars and workshops.

The Hastings Center is able to provide partial subsidies for applicants. These subsidies will be awarded on the basis of three criteria: (1) a distinguished academic and/or professional record, (2) a commitment to scholarly work in the field, and (3) the ability of the center to make a substantial contribution to the applicant's interests. Because the center has a limited number of offices, availability of space is also a consideration.

For the materials and forms outlining the application requirements contact: The Director of Education, The Hastings Center, 360 Broadway, Hastings-on-Hudson, NY 10706, USA. Phone: (914) 478-0500.

Health, Law and Ethics

The American Society of Law and Medicine's Second International Conference on Health, Law and Ethics to be held from July 18-21, 1989 at the Logan Hall, London University will include sessions on: AIDS: Law and medicine in the developing world; Risk
management/malpractice; is there enough space in the medical lifeboat? Life's end: hard choices or not?; Law, psychiatry and forensic medicine, and New conceptions.

Further details, including how to apply to attend the conference will be published in the journal as they become available.

Physician Independence and Professional Freedom

The World Medical Association adopted the following declaration on Physician Independence and Professional Freedom at its 38th World Medical Assembly, held at Rancho Mirage, California in October last year.

'Physicians must recognise and support the rights of their patients, particularly as set forth in the World Medical Association Declaration of Lisbon (1981). Physicians must have the professional freedom to care for their patients without interference. The exercise of the physician's professional judgement and discretion in making clinical and ethical decisions in the care and treatment of patients must be preserved and protected.

Physicians must have the professional independence to represent and defend the health needs of patients against all who would deny or restrict needed care for those who are sick or injured. Within the context of their medical practice and the care of their patients, physicians should not be expected to administer governmental or social priorities in the allocation of scarce health resources. To do so would be to create a conflict of interest with the physician's obligation to his patients, and would effectively destroy the physician's professional independence, upon which the patient relies.

While physicians must be conscious of the cost of medical treatment and actively participate in cost containment efforts within medicine, it is the physician's primary obligation to represent the interests of the sick and injured against demands by society for cost containment that would endanger patients' health and perhaps patients' lives.

By providing independence and professional freedom for physicians to practise medicine, a community assures the best possible health care for its citizens, which in turn contributes to a strong and secure society.'

Social Sciences and Medicine

A conference on the Social Sciences and Medicine will be held at Hotel Terramar, Sitges, Spain 26-30 October 1987.

The themes on this occasion will be: AIDS as a social phenomenon; Cultural issues in maternal and child health; Developments in the study of ‘stress’ and disease; Defining the legitimate boundaries of epidemiology and related social sciences; Health care institutions and traditions in Muslim cultures; The impact and integration of behavioural sciences in the education of health care professionals; Community involvement in health policy: socio-structural and dynamic aspects of health beliefs; The economics of essential drug programmes; The philosophical basis of medical ethics; The political abuse of medicine; International health agencies: their nature, strengths and weaknesses; Problems in the assessment of alternative medicine; The role of socio-behavioural scientists in health care practice; Reproductive trends and the emergence of moral panic; Medical ethics in the primary care setting; Social and psychological care before and during hospitalisation; Technical innovation: assessment, diffusion and transfer; Theoretical tensions in biopsychosocial models of health care; The viability of the concept of a primary health care team; and When is a data set complete?

For further details and application forms write to: Dr P J M McEwan, Glengarden, Ballater, Aberdeenshire AB3 5UB, Scotland, UK.

Call for papers

The June 1988 issue of Theoretical Medicine will be devoted to the topic, 'professional Organisation of Physicians'. Papers submitted are due no later than October 20, 1987 and will be peer-reviewed. Authors interested in medical ethics, health economics and health policy are invited to submit papers. Cross-cultural perspectives would be especially welcomed.

Theoretical Medicine is an international and interdisciplinary journal for the philosophy and methodology of medical research and practice. For a more detailed description and information for authors, contact the issue's Guest Editor: Allen R Dyer, MD, PhD, Department of Psychiatry, Box 3838, Duke University Medical Center, Durham, NC 27710, USA.

Ethical Issues in Cancer Care

A multidisciplinary conference on the ethical issues involved in cancer care will be held on Monday 15 June 1987, from 9.00 am – 5.00 pm at the Robin Brook Centre, St Bartholomew's Hospital, London.

Topics covered will be: Establishing a basis for care – the individual and the family; Living with cancer; Dying with cancer; Is euthanasia an option?; To tell or not to tell – a contract with the patient; Clinical trials and informed consent; Cancer and Society – is prevention possible?; and Cancer screening – benefits, risks and costs.

Tickets cost £35.00, which includes coffee, lunch and tea and are available from: Administrative Officer, Institute of Oncology, Marie Curie Memorial Foundation, 28 Belgrave Square, London SW1X 8QG. Tel: 01-235 1323.

Values and Ethics

Loyola University of Chicago and Loyola University Press are to publish a thematic series of books under the general title Values and Ethics. The series will cover: the humanities, history, mathematics, the natural sciences, the social sciences, philosophy, theology, law education, medicine, and the helping professions.

Prospective authors should submit a letter of inquiry and a summary outline that indicates the manuscript's general area, specific topic or theme, contents, and length to the chairperson of the board. A short curriculum vitae may also be enclosed.

Mailing Address: Dr Gerald Gutek, Chairperson, Editorial Board of the University Press Series, Loyola University of Chicago, Graduate School, Lewis Towers 401, 820 N Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611, USA.
Thematic review of past issues

Volumes 1–13/1
(April 1975–March 1987 inclusive)

As a service to our readers we are continuing to publish annually, a compilation under thematic headings of articles which have appeared in the journal since its inception in April 1975. Although we already publish at the end of each volume (December issue) an index for that volume it is felt that such a list allows new readers and researchers to see at a glance the range of topics covered so far. Our aim is to show the main themes covered.

Readers will also appreciate that in some cases articles could easily have been classified differently. We have classified the articles into very broad categories which cannot always do justice to every aspect of their content.

Abortion, sterilisation and contraception

1975 VOLUME 1/1
Case conference: Abortion and sterilisation
Sir Dugald Baird, Hugh Maclaren and J E Roberts
Commentary: Raymond Plant

VOLUME 1/3
Editorial: The abortion issue
Main article: Induced abortion: epidemiology aspects
Sir Dugald Baird
Main article: A new ethical approach to abortion and its implications for the euthanasia dispute
R F R Gardner

VOLUME 1/4
Editorial: Sterilisation
Focus: Child sterilisation BBC Discussion

1976 VOLUME 2/1
Main article: Issues of public policy in the USA raised by amniocentesis
Amrita Etzioni

VOLUME 2/3
Main article: Congenital abnormalities and selective abortion
Mary J Seller

1977 VOLUME 3/2
The parliamentary scene: The Abortion (Amendment) Bill
Tony Smith

VOLUME 4/1
Main article: Sterilisation: the Aberdeen experience and some broader implications
Sue Teper
Main article: Recent and possible future trends in abortion
François Lafitte

VOLUME 4/2
The parliamentary scene: Abortion and pregnancy screening
Tony Smith

1978 VOLUME 5/5
Main article: Self-ownership, abortion and infanticide
Ellen Frankel Paul and Jeffrey Paul
Commentary: Gerard J Hughes SJ

VOLUME 5/4
Report from America: The trials of Dr Waddill Bernard Towers
The parliamentary scene: Abortion (Amendment) Bill
Tony Smith

1980 VOLUME 6/1
Main article: The Marquis de Sade and induced abortion
A D Farr
The parliamentary scene: The Abortion Bill in committee
Tony Smith

VOLUME 8/4
Main article: Ethical aspects of genetic counselling
Mary J Seller

VOLUME 9/3
Main article: Abortion and euthanasia of Down’s syndrome children – the parents’ views
Billie Shepperdson

1984 VOLUME 10/1
Main article: Depo-Provera – ethical issues in its testing and distribution
Malcolm Potts and John M Paxman

VOLUME 10/2
Main article: Ethical dilemmas in clinical genetics
I D Young
Response: Ethics and surveys
R S Downie

1986 VOLUME 12/2
Debate: Informed dissent: the view of a disabled woman
Alison Davis
Debate: Informed dissent: the views of some mothers of severely mentally handicapped young adults
Madeleine Simms

VOLUME 12/3
Main article: Prenatal diagnosis and female abortion: a case study in medical law and ethics
Bernard M Dickens

1983 VOLUME 9/2
Symposium 1: Vivisection, morals and medicine
R G Frey
Symposium 2: Vivisection, morals, medicine: commentary from an antivivisectionist philosopher
T L S Sprigge
Response: R G Frey

VOLUME 9/3
Main article: Preimplantation diagnosis and females in vitro fertilisation: the human state
T Teresa Iglesias

VOLUME 10/2
Debate: The moral status of human embryos: a tradition recalled
G R Dunstan

1985 VOLUME 11/3
Main article: Sperm and ova as property
Robert P S Jansen

1986 VOLUME 12/1
Main article: Some comments on Dr Iglesias’s paper, ‘In vitro fertilisation: the major issues’
Jean M Mill

Clinical research

1975 VOLUME 1/1
Main article: The composition and function of ethical committees
William W May

VOLUME 1/3
Main article: Some observations on informed consent in non-therapeutic research
J C Garnham

VOLUME 1/4
Main article: The inherent paradox of clinical trials in psychiatry
H Helmchen and B Muller-Oerlinghausen
Main article: The ethics of clinical trials
J K Wing

1977 VOLUME 3/1
Main article: Ethical problems of repetitive research
Report of a working party
guides
Dame Elizabeth Ackroyd

VOLUME 10/4
Main article: Paternalism and partial autonomy
Onora O'Neill

1985 VOLUME 11/2
Words: Trust
David E Cooper

VOLUME 11/3
Editorial: Adequately informed consent
Debate: Quality of life - a response to K C Calman
Alan Gribb
Main article: Child abuse and neglect: ethical issues
Jean Harris
Case conference: A father says: 'Don't tell my son the truth'
Roger Higgs, Lewis Ingram, Margaret Atkin, Jonathan Dare, Julia Neuberger

VOLUME 11/4
Main article: Paternalism modernised
Gary B Weiss
Words: Self-deception
D W Hamlyn

1986 VOLUME 12/3
Main article: Medical confidentiality: an intransigent and absolute obligation
Michael H Kottow
Main article: Patients' wants versus patients' interests
John Wilson
Main article: Patients' wants versus patients' interests: a comment
Eric Wilkes
Case conference: Drunken drivers - what should doctors do?
Aberdeen Medical Group
Debate: Can paternalism be modernised?
Eric Matthews

VOLUME 12/4
Main article: Professional ethics: further comments
R S Downie
Editorial: Do doctors owe a special duty of beneficence to their patients?

1987 VOLUME 13/1
Main article: Towards a phenomenology of caregiving: growth in the caregiver is a vital component
Michael E Daly

Drugs
1975 VOLUME 1/1
Main article: The use of narcotic analgesics in terminal illness
Robert G Twycross

VOLUME 1/2
Main article: Self-medication with mood-changing drugs
D G Grahame-Smith

1976 VOLUME 2/2
Main article: What is barbiturate dependence and who is at risk?
Philip H Connell
Main article: Barbiturate abuse
P T d'Orban
Main article: The moral choice in prescribed barbiturates
Frank Wells
Case conference: Volunteers at risk
Roger Higgs

VOLUME 2/3
Main article: 'Side' effects - a misnomer
C B Joyce
Commentary: Andrew Herxheimer and Roger Higgs
Case conference: 'The soft embalmer of the still midnight'. A problem of prescribing hypnotics in general practice
Roger Higgs

1977 VOLUME 3/1
Editorial: Physician heal thyself
Main article: Do drug advertisements provide therapeutic information?
Gerry Stimson

In vitro fertilisation
1986 VOLUME 12/4
Main article: Research on human embryos - a justification
Jeremy Brown

Medical ethics: definitions and discussions
1975 VOLUME 1/1
Main article: Ethics and the professions
Lord Kilbrandon, P D Nutil and Zofia Butryn

VOLUME 1/4
Main article: Nursing ethics in the USA
Martin Bunzl

1976 VOLUME 2/1
Main article: Is a moral consensus in medical ethics possible?
Baud Mitchell
Main article: The literature of medical ethics - a review of the writings of Hans Jonas
F B K Warren
Analysis: Natural law
Gerard J Hughes, S J
The parliamentary scene: Medical ethics in the House of Lords
Tony Smith

VOLUME 2/2
Main article: Implications of medical ethics for ethics in general
Ian E Thompson
Analysis: Morality and religion
Ronald Hepburn

1977 VOLUME 3/1
Main article: The implications of medical ethics
Amnon Goldworth and Ian E Thompson

VOLUME 3/2
Editorial: Is medical ethics a specialty?
Main article: The literature of medical ethics
Bernard Haring and Brendan Soane

VOLUME 3/3
Main article: Tacit components of medical ethics: making decisions in the clinic
Larry R Churchill

VOLUME 3/4
Editorial: Indexing ethics
Analysis: Definitions and ethical decisions
D D Clarke and D M Clarke

1978 VOLUME 4/4
Main article: A clinical model for decision-making
Richard M Marin

1979 VOLUME 5/2
Focus: Law and medical ethics
David A Frenkel
Case conference: When doctors disagree
Roger Higgs

VOLUME 5/3
Analysis: Acts and omissions
Colin Honey

1980 VOLUME 6/1
Main article: The ethical force of definitions
Douglas N Walton
Main article: Special features of general practice (primary care) and ethical implications
John Fry
Words: Ethics, morals and moral philosophy
R S Downie

1981 VOLUME 6/2
Main article: Moral and ethical issues in geriatric surgery
R Reiss
Main article: Closing remarks on ethical problems in surgical practice
Lord Smith of Marlow
Main article: Ethical dilemmas in surgery: some philosophical reflections
Michael Lockwood

1982 VOLUME 6/3
Editorial: Good television - indifferent ethics
Main article: Attitudes to medical ethics among British Muslim medical practitioners
Aminah Molloy

VOLUME 6/4
Main article: Cost-benefit analysis and medical ethics
Gavin H Mooney
Main article: The concept of 'competence' in medical ethics
Elis Baumgarten
Main article: A philosophy of a clinically based medical ethics
David C Thomassma

1983 VOLUME 9/2
Main article: Paternalism modernised
Gary B Weiss
Words: Self-deception
D W Hamlyn

1984 VOLUME 10/3
Main article: Having a life versus being alive
Thomasine Kushner

VOLUME 10/4
Main article: An analytic approach to resolving problems in medical ethics
Daniel Candee and Bill Puka
Commentary: Charles Fletcher

1985 VOLUME 11/2
Main article: Moral theories: Plato
Mary Margaret Mackenzie

VOLUME 11/4
Main article: Brain-life theory, The: towards a consistent biological definition of humanness
John M Goldenring
Main article: Embryonic life and human life
M C Shea

1986 VOLUME 12/3
Main article: Ethical dilemmas in nursing
Jennifer Wilson-Barrett
Editorial: Nursing ethics and medical ethics
Words: 'Medical ethics' - an alternative approach
John J Haldane

VOLUME 12/4
Main article: Health
R M Hare
Main article: Moral dilemmas in surgical training: intent and the case for ethical ambiguity
Michael J Newton

1987 VOLUME 13/1
Moral theories: Aquinas's moral theory
Ralph McInerny

Medicine and society
1975 VOLUME 1/2
Main article: The medicalisation of life
Ivan Illich
Main article: Clinical damage, medical monopoly, the expropriation of health: three dimensions of intragonic tort
Ivan Illich
Main article: Why make people patients?
Marshall Marinker
Main article: Society's expectations of health
Edmund Leach
Analysis: The greatest happiness
Raymond Plant

1981 VOLUME 7/2
Main article: Ethical aspects of clinical decision-making
I Kolemerten, C Strandberg, B M Thomsen et al

1982 VOLUME 8/1
Main article: Professional ethics - for whose benefit?
Paul Sieghart
Words: Inequality
Jenny Teichman

VOLUME 8/3
Symposium: Medical ethics: some reservations
J D Swales
Symposium: The ethics of society rather than medical ethics
Andrew Smith
Symposium: In defence of clinical bioethics
John D Arras and Thomas H Murray

1983 VOLUME 9/2
Main article: Medical ethics: who decides what?
Michael Kottow

VOLUME 9/3
Report from France: Contemporary aspects of medical ethics in France
François Regnier and Jean-Marc Rouzioux

VOLUME 9/4
Main article: Ethical aspects of clinical chemistry
Ezra BenGershon

1984 VOLUME 10/3
Main article: An analytic approach to resolving problems in medical ethics
Daniel Candee and Bill Puka
Commentary: Charles Fletcher

1985 VOLUME 11/2
Main article: Moral theories: Plato
Mary Margaret Mackenzie

VOLUME 11/4
Main article: Brain-life theory, The: towards a consistent biological definition of humanness
John M Goldenring
Main article: Embryonic life and human life
M C Shea

1986 VOLUME 12/3
Main article: Ethical dilemmas in nursing
Jennifer Wilson-Barrett
Editorial: Nursing ethics and medical ethics
Words: 'Medical ethics' - an alternative approach
John J Haldane

VOLUME 12/4
Main article: Health
R M Hare
Main article: Moral dilemmas in surgical training: intent and the case for ethical ambiguity
Michael J Newton

1987 VOLUME 13/1
Moral theories: Aquinas's moral theory
Ralph McInerny

Medicine and society
1975 VOLUME 1/2
Main article: The medicalisation of life
Ivan Illich
Main article: Clinical damage, medical monopoly, the expropriation of health: three dimensions of intragonic tort
Ivan Illich
Main article: Why make people patients?
Marshall Marinker
Main article: Society's expectations of health
Edmund Leach
Analysis: The greatest happiness
Raymond Plant

1981 VOLUME 7/2
Main article: Ethical aspects of clinical decision-making
I Kolemerten, C Strandberg, B M Thomsen et al

1982 VOLUME 8/1
Main article: Professional ethics - for whose benefit?
Paul Sieghart
Words: Inequality
Jenny Teichman

VOLUME 8/3
Symposium: Medical ethics: some reservations
J D Swales
Symposium: The ethics of society rather than medical ethics
Andrew Smith
Symposium: In defence of clinical bioethics
John D Arras and Thomas H Murray

1983 VOLUME 9/2
Main article: Medical ethics: who decides what?
Michael Kottow

VOLUME 9/3
Report from France: Contemporary aspects of medical ethics in France
François Regnier and Jean-Marc Rouzioux

VOLUME 9/4
Main article: Ethical aspects of clinical chemistry
Ezra BenGershon

1984 VOLUME 10/3
Main article: An analytic approach to resolving problems in medical ethics
Daniel Candee and Bill Puka
Commentary: Charles Fletcher

1985 VOLUME 11/2
Main article: Moral theories: Plato
Mary Margaret Mackenzie

VOLUME 11/4
Main article: Brain-life theory, The: towards a consistent biological definition of humanness
John M Goldenring
Main article: Embryonic life and human life
M C Shea

1986 VOLUME 12/3
Main article: Ethical dilemmas in nursing
Jennifer Wilson-Barrett
Editorial: Nursing ethics and medical ethics
Words: 'Medical ethics' - an alternative approach
John J Haldane

VOLUME 12/4
Main article: Health
R M Hare
Main article: Moral dilemmas in surgical training: intent and the case for ethical ambiguity
Michael J Newton

1987 VOLUME 13/1
Moral theories: Aquinas's moral theory
Ralph McInerny

Medicine and society
1975 VOLUME 1/2
Main article: The medicalisation of life
Ivan Illich
Main article: Clinical damage, medical monopoly, the expropriation of health: three dimensions of intragonic tort
Ivan Illich
Main article: Why make people patients?
Marshall Marinker
Main article: Society's expectations of health
Edmund Leach
Analysis: The greatest happiness
Raymond Plant
Main article: Transplantation: the relatives' view
Priscilla Demetrius and the parents of John
1979
VOLUME 5/1
Main article: The donation and transplantation of kidneys: should the law be changed?
Ian Kennedy
VOLUME 5/4
Debate: Let's not opt out: kidney donation and transplantation
Robert A Sells
1980
VOLUME 6/1
Debate: Kidney transplants: a reply to Sells
Paul Sporren
1985
VOLUME 11/1
Main article: Baby Fea: a beastly business
Thomaisne Kushner and Raymond Belliotti

Pain
1977
VOLUME 3/2
Main article: Patients with protracted pain: a survey conducted at a London hospital
Jennifer M Hunt, Thelma D Stoller, David W Littlejohns, Robert G Twycross, Duncan W Vere
VOLUME 4/3
Editorial: Facing pain
Main article: The assessment of pain in advanced cancer
Robert G Twycross
Main article: The value of clinics for the relief of chronic pain
Mark Swedish
Main article: Pain in childhood
Shan Kitzinger
Main article: The place of pain in human experience
Gilbert Lewis
1980
VOLUME 6/2
Focus: The hospital as a place of pain
D W Vere

Psychiatry, ethics and mental health
1976
VOLUME 2/3
Main article: Exorcism: a psychiatric viewpoint
W H Trehowan
VOLUME 2/4
Focus: The care of the mentally abnormal offender and the protection of the public
Henry R Rollin
Focus: The concept of dangerousness
Alan Norton
1977
VOLUME 3/1
Editorial: Where are the promised secure units for the mentally ill?
VOLUME 4/2
Editorial: Psychiatry, ethics and political intimidation
Editorial: Case conference
Main article: Declaration of Hawaii
Clarence D D Blomquist
Main article: Political neutrality and international co-operation in medicine
H Mersey
Analysis: Mental disease
Antony Flew
VOLUME 4/3
Main article: Psychiatry as ideology in the USSR
Sidney Bloch
1980
VOLUME 6/1
Case conference: A volunteer by family choice
Roger Higgs
VOLUME 6/2
Case conference: Hallelujah, I'm a bum: a story from the post-Christian era
Roger Higgs
VOLUME 6/3
Main article: Psychosocial aspects of homosexuality
Sidney Crown
Main article: Ethical considerations of psychosurgery: the unhappy legacy of the pre-frontal lobotomy
Larry O Gostin
Commentary: P K Bridges
1981
VOLUME 7/1
Words: Mental illness
Roger Scruton

Main article: "Section 47'
J A Muir Gray
1982
VOLUME 8/1
Focus: Medical ethics and child psychiatry
Dora Black and Fiona Subotsky
VOLUME 8/4
Main article: Ethics in psychiatry: the patient’s freedom and bondage
E K Ledermann
1984
VOLUME 10/2
Main article: The treatability requirement in psychopathy: a new ethical dilemma?
D W Millard
1985
VOLUME 11/3
Main article: Psychiatric diagnosis as an ethical problem
E M Shackle
1986
VOLUME 12/1
Editorial: Murder, manslaughter and responsibility
Forensic psychiatry symposium, Introduction to:
R A Hope
Forensic psychiatry symposium: Anomalies of Section 2 of the Homicide Act 1957
A Kenny
Forensic psychiatry symposium: Insanity legislation
John R Hamilton
Forensic psychiatry symposium: Mandatory sentence and Section 2, The
Susanne Deli
Forensic psychiatry symposium: Origins of the Homicide Act, The
J Huggins
Forensic psychiatry symposium: Reducing murder to manslaughter: whose job?
E Grew
1987
VOLUME 12/2
Focus: Psychoanalyis and analytical psychotherapy in the NHS – a problem for medical ethics
Greg Wilkinson
Debate: Research in psychotherapy and psychoanalysis
David A Shapiro
Debate: Psychoanalysis and psychoanalytic psychotherapy in the National Health Service
Harold Stewart
1988
VOLUME 13/1
Main article: An ethical analysis of the policies of British community and hospital care for mentally ill people
Stephen Pattison and Paul Armitage
Main article: An ethical analysis of the policies of British community and hospital care for mentally ill people: a commentary
J G Campbell
1990
VOLUME 21/1
Main article: An ethical analysis of the policies of British community and hospital care for mentally ill people
Stephen Pattison and Paul Armitage
Main article: An ethical analysis of the policies of British community and hospital care for mentally ill people: a commentary
J G Campbell
1991
VOLUME 22/2
Debate: Philosophy and teaching medical ethics
Alan Norton
Jack Arbuthnot
VOLUME 22/3
Main article: Teaching medical ethics: the cognitive-developmental approach
Stephen A Goldman and Jack Arbuthnot
Commentary: Raanan Gillon
1993
VOLUME 26/1
Debate: Philosophy and teaching medical ethics
Alan Norton
Jack Arbuthnot
VOLUME 26/2
Main article: Teaching medical ethics: the cognitive-developmental approach
Stephen A Goldman and Jack Arbuthnot
1994
VOLUME 29/1
Main article: Five ethical doctrines for medical education
W T Tweddle
1995
VOLUME 31/2
Focus: Teaching medical ethics as a practical subject: observations from experience
Alan G Johnson
Main article: Medical ethics education: a professor of religion investigates
David Belgium
VOLUME 31/4
Focus: Can compassion be taught
Gregory E Pence

Teaching medical ethics
1975
VOLUME 1/2
Editorial: Teaching medical ethics
Main article: Teaching medical ethics in Sweden and Nurnegen
Clarence Bloomquist, Robert M Veatch and Diane Fenner
VOLUME 1/3
Main article: The teaching of medical ethics in Maastricht, The Netherlands
Paul Sporren
1976
VOLUME 2/2
Main article: The teaching of medical ethics in the Netherlands
J S P Jones and D H H Metcalfe
1977
VOLUME 3/3
Main article: Some practical results of the London Medical Group conference on iatrogenic disease
Sue Thorne and Andrew Herxheimer
VOLUME 3/4
Main article: The teaching of medical ethics at Southampton University Medical School
K J Dennis and M R P Hall
1978
VOLUME 4/1
Main article: The teaching of medical ethics: University College, Cork, Ireland
Dolores Doyle Clarke
VOLUME 4/2
Main article: The teaching of medical ethics: University of Edinburgh
Kenneth Boyd, Colin Currie, Alision Tierney and Ian E Thompson
1979
VOLUME 5/2
Main article: Teaching medical ethics in the Federal Republic of Germany
Edward Seidler
VOLUME 5/4
Main article: Teaching medical ethics: the cognitive-developmental approach
Stephen A Goldman and Jack Arbuthnot
Commentary: Raanan Gillon
1980
VOLUME 6/1
Debate: Philosophy and teaching medical ethics
Alan Norton
Jack Arbuthnot
VOLUME 6/2
Main article: Teaching medical ethics: Lubjana school of medicine, Yugoslavia
Janez Milunic and Stefan Straznicar
Case conference: As the buds so the flowers: a discussion of medical education
Roger Higgs
1981
VOLUME 7/2
Focus: The wrong doctors: selection or training at fault?
Alison Munro
Main article: Students’ attitudes to ethics in the medical school curriculum
Earl E Shelp, Michael I. Russell and Nellie Gross
Case conference: How do we teach medical ethics?
Roger Higgs
1984
VOLUME 7/4
Editorial: Medical ethics and medical education
1992
VOLUME 8/1
Main article: Five ethical doctrines for medical education
W T Tweddle
1993
VOLUME 9/1
Focus: Teaching medical ethics as a practical subject: observations from experience
Alan G Johnson
Main article: Medical ethics education: a professor of religion investigates
David Belgium
VOLUME 9/4
Focus: Can compassion be taught
Gregory E Pence
1984 VOLUME 10/4
Approaches to medical ethics: A workshop on medical ethics at the College of Medicine, Lagos University
A A Olukoya

1985 VOLUME 11/1
Editorial: Two concepts of medical ethics
Main article: The General Medical Council's medical ethics education conference
Sir John Walton
Main article: The General Medical Council and medical ethics
A H Crisp
Main article: Medical confidence
John Havard
Main article: Medical ethics - a Christian view
The Most Revd J S Habgood
Main article: Medical ethics and medical practice: a social science view
Margaret Stacey
Main article: Are we teaching students that patients don't matter?
Jean Robinson
Main article: Teaching medical ethics in other countries
Sir Gordon Wolstenholme
Main article: Current arrangements for teaching medical ethics to undergraduate medical students
D J Bicknell
Main article: Methods of teaching medical ethics at the University of Nottingham
P H Fenton
Main article: A model for teaching medical ethics
R B Welbourn
Main article: Self help in medical ethics
Edward Shorter
Main article: The teaching of medical ethics
Andrew Smith
Main article: The teaching of medical ethics from a junior doctor's viewpoint
Susan A T Law
Main article: Advice on good practice from the Standards Committee
J S Happel
Main article: Objections to hospital philosophers
William Ruddick and William Finn

1986 VOLUME 12/1
Main article: Case method
Ronald A Carson
Commentary: Roger Higgs

Violence

1979 VOLUME 5/3
Editorial: An end to violence?
Main article: The origins of violence
H J Eysenck
Main article: The natural history of violence
Claire Russell and W M S Russell
Main article: The general practitioner and the problems of battered women
Jan Pahl
Main article: Coping with the violent patient in accident and emergency
Sylvia Winterbottom
Main article: Violence: a summary
Conor Cruise O'Brien
Medical groups

ABERDEEN MEDICAL GROUP
Dr Elizabeth Russell, Department of Community Medicine, University of Aberdeen

BIRMINGHAM MEDICAL GROUP
Mr R Sawers, Birmingham Maternity Hospital, Queen Elizabeth Medical Centre, Edgbaston, Birmingham B15 2TG

BRISTOL MEDICAL GROUP
Julian C Hughes, Julian Pleydell-Pearce, 24 Kingsdown Parade, Cotham, Bristol, BS6 5UF

CAMBRIDGE MEDICAL GROUP
Mr Patrick Doyle, Department of Urology, Addenbrooke's Hospital, Hill's Road, Cambridge

DUNDEE MEDICAL GROUP
Dr David B Walsh, Consultant in Biochemical Medicine, Ninewells Hospital, Dundee

EDINBURGH MEDICAL GROUP
Mrs Maureen S Macmillan, Nursing Studies Research Unit, 12 Buccleuch Place, Edinburgh EH8

GLASGOW MEDICAL GROUP
Mr Harry Burns, Dept of Surgery, Glasgow Royal Infirmary, Glasgow G4 0SF

LEEDS MEDICAL GROUP
Mr Bob Wright, Charge Nurse, 23 Woodhill Gardens, Leeds LS16 7DD

LEICESTER MEDICAL GROUP
Professor Sidney Brandon, Department of Community Health, Clinical Sciences Building, Leicester Royal Infirmary, PO Box 65, Leicester LE2 7LX

LIVERPOOL MEDICAL GROUP
Dr John Gosney, Department of Pathology, Royal Liverpool Hospital, Prescot Street, Liverpool 3

LONDON MEDICAL GROUP
Mrs Diana Cookson, Room 68, Tavistock House North, Tavistock Square, London WC1H 9LG

MANCHESTER MEDICAL GROUP
Dr Mary Loboij, Student Health Centre, Crawford House, Precinct Centre, Oxford Road, Manchester M13 9QS

NEWCASTLE MEDICAL GROUP
Dr David Gregory, Department of Family and Community Medicine, The Medical School, Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 7RU

OXFORD MEDICAL FORUM
Dr Andrew Wood, MRC Clinical Pharmacology Unit, Oxford

SHEFFIELD MEDICAL GROUP
Mr David Watmough, Flat 3, 16 Beech Hill Road, Broomhill, Sheffield S10 2SB

SOUTHAMPTON MEDICAL GROUP
Dr R Grimble, Department of Nutrition, Medical and Biological Sciences Building, Bassett Crescent East, Bassett, Southampton SO9 3TU

Medical groups associated with the Institute of Medical Ethics have been established in British university teaching hospitals. Each academic year they arrange programmes of lectures and symposia on issues raised by the practice of medicine which concern other disciplines. Although these programmes are addressed primarily to medical, nursing and other hospital students they are open to all members of the medical, nursing and allied professions. There is no fee for attendance. Lecture lists are available by direct application to the appropriate co-ordinating secretary named above. A stamped addressed A4 envelope would be appreciated.
The Institute of Medical Ethics is a centre for research, education, and discussion of medico-moral issues. Founded in 1963, it is an independent, non-partisan organisation which undertakes research in this field, publishes the IME Bulletin, and organises symposia on medico-moral issues raised by the practice of medicine.

The institute has a governing body comprising distinguished medical and ethical experts. Professor Kenneth Boyd, the current president, has been instrumental in shaping the institute's aims and objectives. The institute's educational programmes and publications are designed to stimulate interest and education in ethical issues in medicine.

Institute of Medical Ethics
Tavistock House North,
Tavistock Square, London WC1H 9LG
Tel: 01-387 8132

IME Publications
151 Great Portland Street
London WIN 5PB
Tel: 01-580 5282

The institute's activities include research on ethical issues, publication of reports and pamphlets, and the organisation of symposia. It is financed by grants from charitable bodies, government sources and members' subscriptions.

It was established as the Society for the Study of Medical Ethics, and is an independent, non-partisan organisation for the interdisciplinary study of medico-moral issues raised by the practice of medicine.

The institute aims to influence the quality of both professional and public discussion of medico-moral questions; to promote the study of medical ethics; to ensure a high academic standard for this developing subject; to encourage a multidisciplinary approach to discussion of the consequences of clinical practice; to stimulate research in specific problems, and to remain non-partisan and independent of all interest groups and lobbies.

The institute undertakes research on medico-moral questions, sponsors a major educational programme and provides an information service for members.

Two reports, *The Ethics of Resource Allocation in Health Care* by Kenneth Boyd and *Dilemmas of Dying* by Ian Thompson, were published, by the Edinburgh University Press, a few years ago.

Last year two more reports were published. One, on the ethics of clinical research investigations on children, *Medical Research with Children: Ethics, Law and Practice* by Richard Nicholson was published by the Oxford University Press and *Life Before Birth: the Search for a Consensus on Abortion and the Treatment of Infertility* by Kenneth Boyd, Brendan Callaghan and Edward Shotter, was published by SPCK. The *Pond Report on Teaching Medical Ethics*, a summary of which has appeared in the IME Bulletin, will be published in full this year.

The institute derives from the London Medical Group, a student group for the study of issues raised by the practice of medicine which, since 1963, has arranged a comprehensive programme of lectures and symposia on medico-moral issues raised by the practice of medicine. Similar groups associated with the institute have been established in university teaching hospitals at Aberdeen, Birmingham, Bristol, Cambridge, Cardiff, Dundee, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Leeds, Leicester, Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle, Oxford, Sheffield and Southampton.

Membership of the institute is open to all those who work in the medical and allied professions or who have an interest in medical ethics. Members receive a monthly briefing on current developments, the Bulletin of the IME. The quarterly *Journal of Medical Ethics* is available by separate subscription.

Institute of Medical Ethics
Tavistock House North,
Tavistock Square, London WC1H 9LG
Tel: 01-387 8132

IME Publications
151 Great Portland Street
London WIN 5PB
Tel: 01-580 5282

s: London